Recently electroluminescence (EL) and photoluminescence (PL) imaging were reported to allow detection of strong ohmic shunts in silicon solar cells. Comparing lock-in thermography (LIT) images with luminescence images of various shunted cells, measured under different conditions, the ability of luminescence techniques for shunt detection is investigated. Luminescence imaging allows identifying ohmic shunts only if they reach a certain strength. The detection limit for PL measurements of linear shunts was estimated to be in the order of 15 mA at 0Á5 V bias for a point-like shunt in multicrystalline ( Electro-and photoluminescence (EL and PL) imaging have been introduced as very efficient techniques for spatially resolved characterization of silicon solar cells.
Electro-and photoluminescence (EL and PL) imaging have been introduced as very efficient techniques for spatially resolved characterization of silicon solar cells. 1, 2 Specifically the localization of strong ohmic shunts in industrial multicrystalline (mc) silicon cells via EL and PL imaging has recently been reported. 3, 4, 5, 6 However, besides ohmic shunts, there are also other types of shunts, like non-linear shunts and prebreakdown sites. 7 While ohmic shunts show a linear current-voltage (I-V) characteristic and usually also dominate under high reverse bias, the I-V characteristic of non-linear shunts is diode-like, with the higher conductivity in silicon cells always in forward bias direction. Non-linear shunts can be caused by strongly recombination-active defects crossing the pn-junction or by a direct contact of the grid metal to the base (Schottky-type shunts). These non-linear shunts are generally less harmful than ohmic shunts, but they also degrade the fill factor and the low light level performance of solar cells. 8 Pre-breakdown sites show no or only a weak conductivity under low forward and reverse bias, but a strongly increasing conductivity for higher reverse bias above À5 V typically. They are avalanche breakdown sites, caused by defects crossing the pn-junction or other reasons of local high fields. If these pre-breakdown sites show currents of several amperes at reverse voltage of À13 V, they become particularly problematic because in the case of partial shading the resulting development of ''hot spots'' may thermally destroy modules. 9 Therefore, detecting these shunts is important for qualifying solar cells for their use in solar modules. Very often but not always (see below), non-linear shunts are also pre-breakdown sites.
An established technique to detect and to quantify all kinds of shunts is lock-in thermography (LIT). 7, 8, 10 In the basic version of this technique, a pulsed bias is applied to the solar cell in the dark (''dark lock-in thermography;'' DLIT), and the local temperature modulation caused by the shunt current is used to image the shunts. 11 ), the resulting image reveals both inhomogeneities of the local lifetime and local shunts. The detection limit of DLIT for shunts is extremely low. Local shunts with a current of less than 100 mA can easily be detected under forward bias. 10 Because DLIT can be performed at sufficiently small forward bias local variations in the lifetime do not contribute to the measured signal and as a result only the shunts are measured. If samples are imaged without black IR-emitting foil, the infrared emissivity is dominated by the screen-printed Al back contact, which shows a sufficiently high and homogeneous emissivity of about 0Á5. Only if shunts below grid lines shall be investigated, special measures to homogenize the emissivity are necessary.
In this work, differently shunted solar cells are imaged by DLIT, V OC -ILIT, PL, and reverse-bias EL in order to investigate the ability of luminescence imaging techniques to localize different shunt types. All LIT images in this work were measured without a black foil at a lock-in frequency between 30 and 40 Hz. The wavelength of the V OC -ILIT excitation was 850 nm, and the illumination intensity was chosen to yield an equivalent short circuit current as measured under 1 sun standard illumination. Hence, the bias for the V OC -ILIT investigation was the open circuit voltage V OC , which is considerably higher than the þ0Á5 V applied for the DLIT measurement. This was intended, since only V OC -ILIT allows to investigate the cell under high injection conditions without suffering from series resistance problems, whereas DLITat þ0Á5 V keeps the cell under low-injection condition and only images linear and non-linear shunts. The PL images in this work were taken with 815 nm illumination and with an illumination intensity equivalent to 0Á7 suns. A silicon CCD camera thermoelectrically cooled to À30 degrees Celsius was used for detection of the luminescence signal. For EL measurements two arrays of spring loaded contacting pins were used to contact the busbars homogeneously. Figure 1 shows the PL, V OC -ILIT, and DLIT images of a standard fully processed, mc silicon solar cell (labeled cell no. 1), which contains weak shunts. This cell was broken (bottom right corner), which however did not prevent its investigation. There is a striking similarity between the PL image (a) and the V OC -ILIT image (b): bright regions in (b) correspond to dark regions in (a) and vice versa, with the exception of a shunt (bright spot) in the upper left corner of (b), which is not visible in (a). The forward and reverse bias DLIT images of this cell measured at AE0Á5 V are shown in Figures 1c,d , respectively. The quantitative correlation between these two DLIT images allows most of the shunts observed in cell no. 1 to be identified as linear shunts. A few shunts, however, appear only under forward bias, which is a fingerprint of a non-linear shunt. An example is seen at the upper left corner and is marked in Figure 1c by an arrow. This shunt is most probably caused by a recombination-active defect crossing the pn-junction. The linear shunts appear in a region parallel to the left and to the upper edge of the cell, which suggests that this wafer was cut from an ingot located near the outer edges of the casting block. The PL image shows areas of reduced PL intensity (i.e., of reduced minority carrier lifetime) near the top right corner, in the large broken piece at the lower right of the cell, and close to the left, upper, and right edges. The PL image does not clearly show the shunts seen in DLIT, hence the dark areas in PL are low lifetime regions. Some shunts visible in Figures 1c,d are showing up as dark features in the PL image, but an unambiguous distinction of these shunts from, e.g., recombination-active grain boundaries is not possible based on a single PL image. 3 By applying þ0Á5 V to the cell, the total current through the whole cell is 193 mA. Under reverse bias at À0Á5 V the total current is 115 mA. By using quantitative measurements of shunt currents (for details see Reference 8 ), the current across all the shunts under forward bias was estimated to be 90 mA, which is close to the 115 mA reverse current. Since the number of these shunts is exceeding 75, the average current across each shunt is in the order of 1Á2 mA.
The PL and DLIT images of another mc silicon solar cell (labeled cell no. 2), shown in Figure 2 , show a group of strong linear shunts on the left side and two point-like linear shunts in the upper middle part of the cell (marked by white rectangles). We will use the images taken on this cell to determine a rough estimate of the limiting value for point like shunts that can be identified in single PL images.
The DLIT image at À0Á5 V reverse bias of cell no. 2 is not shown here, because it shows the same signals as the DLIT image at þ0Á5 V forward bias. The forward current of that cell under þ0Á5 V was 285 mA and at À0Á5 V reverse bias the current was 245 mA. A quantitative evaluation of the DLIT results 8 shows that the current across the dominant group of shunts and the two point-like shunts is 150 mA. Since there are 10 shunts in the whole cell, the average current across each of these shunts was about 15 mA. Of course, not all shunts have exactly the same shunt resistance. According to the DLIT signal height, the single shunt currents vary by a factor of 3-4. One aim of this paper is to determine the order of magnitude of the detection limit of PL imaging for shunt analysis. An exact value of this detection limit cannot be given, since it depends not only on the parameters of the PL measurement but also on the presence of other defects in the cell and on the exact cell properties. For example, for monocrystalline cells, which do not contain any grain boundaries, PL may detect weaker shunts than for mc cells. 5 It is also important to note that the visibility of shunts in luminescence images is a lateral series resistance effect caused by lateral current flow into the shunt. The shunt detection limit thus critically depends on the resistivity along the lateral current path, which is determined by the emitter conductivity and by the layout and conductivity of the metal contacts.
In the absence of shunts, the PL image of mc cells is dominated by the recombination activity of the grain boundaries. 2, 3, 4 In the PL image in Figure 2a very dark areas appear at the positions of the shunts. A close-up of the dominating group of shunts is shown in the inset of Figure 2a . In comparison to other areas of reduced intensity the PL signals from the shunted regions are particularly low, they have a circular or elliptic shape, and are blurry at their edges. This blurring effect has been reported previously 3, 4 and is a result of the lateral current flow: under illumination, non-shunted regions are biased to the open circuit voltage V OC . Shunted regions are connected to the non-shunted regions in parallel, causing lateral current flow into the shunt under illumination. The voltage losses associated with these lateral currents result in reduced voltages and thus reduced luminescence intensity in the vicinity of the shunt. The spatial extension of the dark areas around the shunts is governed by the lateral sheet resistance in the emitter and the metal fingers, the strength of the shunt, and the light intensity. A full quantitative theoretical analysis of these effects is beyond the scope of this paper. 12 By comparing the PL image with the DLIT image in Figure 2 , one generally observes good agreement of the shunt positions, i.e., very dark blurred spots in PL correspond to bright spots in DLIT. However, this agreement is not complete. For example, in the lower part of the left highlighted region there are two dark spots in the PL image, but only the lower (and darker) of them is a shunt. Hence strong linear shunts are reliably detectable in single PL images. However, in a certain range of the shunt currents and without the DLIT images for comparison it can be difficult to distinguish between dark areas in the PL image that are caused by shunts and dark areas, which have another origin. The average shunt current of about 15 mA at AE0Á5 V for the point-like shunts estimated here just marks the order of magnitude of a limit, above which single shunts are clearly detectable in single PL images. As mentioned before, in monocrystalline silicon solar cells with more homogeneous material quality, weaker shunts will be identifiable reliably. 5 An example of so-called pre-breakdown sites can be seen in another mc solar cell (labeled cell no. 3) shown in Figure 3 . In this cell only a small group of shunts is visible at the right edge under forward bias of þ0Á5 V, see Figure 3a . These shunts are not visible under small reverse bias direction at À0Á5 V as shown in Figure 3b , hence these are typical non-linear shunts. However, if one applies a reverse voltage of À6 V to the cell, strong DLIT signals appear at the position of these shunts and also in other positions of the cell, as shown in Figure 3c . In Figure 3c the 08-(in-phase-) image of the DLIT measurement is shown, because in this image the shunts are visible with a higher spatial resolution than by the DLIT amplitude image. 10 These shunts are typical pre-breakdown sites. The total current at À6 V reverse bias was 2Á85 A, at slightly higher reverse bias it exceeds 5 A. Hence these shunts, while not affecting the cell efficiency under 1 sun, are potential sources of hot spots under reverse bias and thus dangerous for a module.
Since PL does not allow an investigation under reverse bias, EL under reverse bias was used to detect the pre-breakdown sites by luminescence. An EL image of the cell no. 3 was taken in the dark with À2 A reverse current (at % À5 V). This image is shown in Figure 3d . We observe a good correlation between the pre-breakdown signals of the DLIT measurement ( Figure 3c ) and the EL image. On the left edge of the cell three extended pre-breakdown sites appear. These line-shaped sites are possibly caused by an extremely thin emitter in that area, causing the silver grid to be in contact with the p-type substrate of the cell. Here the silver grid would make a Schottky-contact to the base, which breaks down under reverse bias. This hypothesis corresponds to the observation that the pre-breakdown sites appear exactly along the metal grid fingers, as shown in the inset of Figure 3c . Further line-shaped pre-breakdown sites at grid lines appear at the right edge of this cell, as shown in the DLIT image 3c. However, these shunts do not appear in the reverse bias EL image Figure 3d . In addition, the DLIT image shows three point-like pre-breakdown sites, which are marked by arrows in Figure 3c . Only the lowest one is also visible in the reverse bias EL image. The upper right EL spot in Figure 3d is lying in between the pre-breakdown sites in this region. The breakdown mechanism of the point-like sites, which are marked by arrows in Figures 3c,d , is not clarified yet. Photon emission from reverse-biased silicon pn-junctions, 13 or from avalanche breakdowns 14 are possible explanations. Not all of the pre-breakdown sites are thus visible in reverse bias EL, which indicates that there are different types of pre-breakdown sites in silicon solar cells. However, at least some pre-breakdown sites are well detectable by EL, and the measurements show a good correlation with DLIT investigations. LIT images of mc silicon solar cells were compared with luminescence images of the same cells to test the ability of PL and reverse-bias EL measurements for detecting shunts. By comparing DLIT images of silicon solar cells containing weak, moderate, and strong linear and non-linear shunts with PL images of the same cells, we find that weak shunts cannot unambiguously be localized in single PL images. However, stronger linear shunts are visible in PL images. As a criteria describing the strength of a shunt we choose the current per shunt measured at þ0Á5 V forward bias, which is close to the operating point of the cell. By quantitatively evaluating the DLIT images of the cells, we can calculate an approximate value for the average current per shunt for different solar cells. The current limit for detecting point like shunts with the PL method was determined to be in the order of 15 mA per shunt in mc-Si solar cells. This means that PL signals that are caused by shunts with considerably less than 15 mA/shunt are difficult to distinguish in mc-Si solar cells from other defects or are not detectable at all. Linear shunts, which are considerably stronger than 15 mA/shunt are clearly detectable by PL. Pre-breakdown sites were detectable with EL if performed under reverse bias, and we obtained a good correlation between DLIT and EL images, respectively. However, not all pre-breakdown sites were visible in reverse-bias EL.
